The organization of action into sequences underlies complex behaviors that are essential for organismal survival and reproduction. Despite extensive studies of innate sequences in relation to central pattern generators, how learned action sequences are controlled and whether they are organized as a chain or a hierarchy remain largely unknown. By training mice to perform heterogeneous action sequences, we demonstrate that striatal direct and indirect pathways preferentially encode different behavioral levels of sequence structure. State-dependent closed-loop optogenetic stimulation of the striatal direct pathway can selectively insert a single action element into the sequence without disrupting the overall sequence length. Optogenetic manipulation of the striatal indirect pathway completely removes the ongoing subsequence while leaving the following subsequence to be executed with the appropriate timing and length. These results suggest that learned action sequences are not organized in a serial but rather a hierarchical structure that is distinctly controlled by basal ganglia pathways.
In Brief
Interrogation of basal ganglia circuits during complex behavior unveils the hierarchical structure of learned action sequences supported distinctly by striatal direct and indirect pathways.
INTRODUCTION
Action sequences form the basic functional units of behavior and contribute to the numerous acquired motor repertoires observed in animals and humans (Brainard and Doupe, 2002; Gallistel, 1980; Graybiel, 1998; Hikosaka et al., 1999; Jin and Costa, 2015) . Many motor disorders, including Parkinson's and Huntington's diseases, are compromised in both learning new action sequences and executing previously learned sequences (Agostino et al., 1992; Hikosaka et al., 1999; Jin and Costa, 2015; Vinter and Gras, 1998) . Early theories suggested that action sequences are organized as response chains, activated in series by reflex-like processes based on sensory feedback or efference copies (Sherrington, 1906) . In contrast, other theories propose that action sequences might be organized hierarchically with multiple layers of control at the individual element, intermediate subsequence, and overall sequence levels (Gallistel, 1980; Jin and Costa, 2015; Lashley, 1951) . Compared to a serial chain, a hierarchical organization is more error tolerant at the cost of requiring multiple controllers at different hierarchies (Gallistel, 1980; Jin and Costa, 2015; Lashley, 1951) . Still, exactly how a learned action sequence is organized remains inconclusive, and the neural substrates supporting this sequence structure are largely unknown (Graybiel, 1998; Hikosaka et al., 1999; Jin and Costa, 2015) .
Here, we developed a novel behavioral paradigm by training mice to perform spatiotemporally heterogeneous action sequences. It was found that sequence learning takes place in a non-back-propagation manner that critically depends on striatal NMDA receptors. By employing in vivo neuronal recording with cell-type-specific optogenetic tagging, we found that although both striatal pathways are involved in element-level action control, the direct pathway preferentially signals sequence-level initiation/termination, while the indirect pathway encodes the switch between subsequences. Consistently, selective diphtheria toxin (DT)-mediated ablation of neurons in the striatal direct or indirect pathway impairs sequence initiation and subsequence transitions, respectively. Using state-dependent closed-loop optogenetic stimulation of striatal direct or indirect pathways, we can selectively insert or remove actions within a learned sequence without necessarily disrupting the overall sequence structure or the execution of the remaining sequence. These results show that learned action sequences are organized in a hierarchical structure that is dually supported by basal ganglia direct and indirect pathways in distinct ways and have important implications for a wide range of neurological diseases, from Parkinson's disease to speech disorders (Brainard and Doupe, 2002; Graybiel, 1998; Hikosaka et al., 1999; Jin and Costa, 2015; Lai et al., 2001; Vinter and Gras, 1998) .
RESULTS

Learning Heterogeneous Action Sequences Requires Striatal NMDA Receptors
We developed a new self-paced operant task to investigate the learning and organization of heterogeneous action sequences in mice. In a customized operant chamber with two levers placed opposite a food magazine, mice were trained to press the left and right levers in the specific spatiotemporal combination ''left-leftright-right'' (LLRR) (denoted as ''penguin dance'' sequence; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S7WNgpXPeTc; https:// en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bunny_hop_(dance)) to earn a food pellet as reward ( Figure 1A , Video S1, and STAR Methods). Extra presses besides this combination did not exclude the reward as long as the sequence contained the consecutive LLRR pattern. The task follows a completely self-paced design, with no experimentally provided cues signaling sequence correctness or reward availability (STAR Methods). At the behavioral level, this penguin dance sequence could be organized as either a serial chain, ''L / L / R / R,'' or in a hierarchical structure where L or R action elements are organized into two subsequences-LL and RR-which are then concatenated into the target sequence LLRR ( Figure 1B ) (Gallistel, 1980; Jin and Costa, 2015; Lashley, 1951) . With training, mice gradually chunked their lever pressing into robust spatiotemporal sequences with a significant increase in performance speed and decreases in sequence variability Costa, 2010, 2015) . The animals' performance efficiency, measured as the percentage of rewarded lever presses (LLRR) out of total presses, significantly increased with training ( Figure 1F ), indicating a progressive learning of the specific penguin dance sequence with time.
Analysis of the sequence substructure indicated that the RR subsequence was acquired first, followed by the slow acquisition of the LL subsequence ( Figure 1G ). Further analysis of the sequence microstructure across learning revealed that at the element level, animals first identified the final and then the penultimate sequence elements as R presses ( Figure 1H ). The identification of the first element of the sequence as L took place afterward, followed lastly by correctly identifying the second sequence element as L ( Figure 1H ). These data indicate that animals tended to chunk actions into subsequences (RR and LL) before crystalizing these subsequences into the complete target sequence (LLRR). Noticeably, the order of element-level action learning is inconsistent with the classic back-propagation rule Data were analyzed using repeated-measures one-way or two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey or Sidak post hoc comparisons, respectively. Error bars denote SEM. See also Figures S1 and S2 and Video S1.
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Firing rate (Hz) Percentage   Percentage   0  0  0  0  3  3  3  3  -3  -3  -3  -3   5   0   10   15   0  0  0  0  3  3  3  -3  -3  -3  -3  3  0  0  0  3  3  -3  -3  -3  3   0  0  0  0  3  3  3  -3  -3  -3  - in reinforcement learning theory (Sutton and Barto, 1998) , which predicts action sequence learning takes place in the reverse order of execution. Furthermore, we observed that the behavioral pattern ''L -RR'' is acquired before ''-LRR'' (''-'' denotes either L or R press in the sequence; Figure S1I ). The same order of action learning is also observed when mice acquire a lever-retraction version of the LLRR task ( Figures S1J-S1N and STAR Methods). Together, these learning data are incompatible with the simple back-propagation rule in reinforcement learning theory and underscore the significance of the start and stop elements of a sequence (Jin and Costa, 2010; Murdock, 1962) . NMDA receptors in striatum have been shown to be critical for action learning and corticostriatal plasticity (Calabresi et al., 1992; Dang et al., 2006; Jin and Costa, 2010; Shen et al., 2008) . Notably, mice with a striatal-specific deletion of NMDA receptors (referred to as striatal NR1-KO mice) (Dang et al., 2006; Jin and Costa, 2010) showed no improvement in performance efficiency across the four weeks of penguin dance sequence training ( Figure 1F ) and did not demonstrate the crystalized spatiotemporal action pattern observed in either wild-type or littermate control animals ( Figure S2 ). Instead, striatal NR1-KO mice developed a consistent right-lever bias. While the frequency of executing the right press as the final and penultimate elements of the sequence increased across training, the frequency of executing the left press in the first and second positions decreased rather than increased ( Figure 1H ). Thus, unlike their littermate controls, striatal NR1-KO mice were not able to chunk action elements into the correct subsequences and crystalize them into the target sequence ( Figures 1F and 1G ). This selective impairment of sequence learning in striatal NR1-KO mice was not due to differences in reinforcement history or lack of practicing the target sequence, because the same chunking deficits were evident compared to a separate control cohort trained with the amount of reinforcers matched to striatal NR1-KO mice (Figures S2E and S2F) . Together, these data suggest that mice learn to chunk actions into heterogeneous sequences in a nonback-propagation manner, and NMDA receptors in the striatum are critical for this modular process of sequence learning.
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Striatal Pathways Encode Various Levels of Sequence Structure Impairments in action sequences could result from deficits in sequence initiation and termination (i.e., sequence level), failure to switch from one subsequence to another (i.e., subsequence level), or incorrect execution of a specific action within the sequence (i.e., element level). Since the striatal direct and indirect pathways have been shown to play distinct yet complementary roles in controlling actions (Jin et al., 2014; Kravitz et al., 2010; Tecuapetla et al., 2016) , we sought to determine how striatal D1-versus D2-expressing spiny projection neurons (referred to as dSPNs and iSPNs, respectively) encode a heterogeneous action sequence across different behavioral levels. A ChR2-aided photo-tagging method was employed to record and identify dSPNs versus iSPNs during the execution of the penguin dance sequence in D1-and A2a-ChR2 mice (Figures 2A-2H , S3A, and S3B and STAR Methods) (Jin et al., 2014; Lima et al., 2009) . Among the task-related neurons (84% of all positively identified neurons, n = 50 dSPNs and n = 44 iSPNs), over half of dSPNs showed sequence-level start/stop-related activity, which was less frequently observed in iSPNs ( Figures 2I-2K) . At the element level, over one-quarter of dSPNs showed phasic activation related to each individual press within the sequence, while more iSPNs were inhibited instead ( Figures 2L-2N) . Notably, some SPNs were selectively active during the transition from the left to the right subsequences ( Figure 2O ). This ''switchrelated'' activity appeared after the last press in the left subsequence, terminated before the initiation of the first press in the right subsequence, and spanned most of this transition period ( Figure 2P ). In particular, 31% of iSPNs, compared to only 6% of dSPNs, demonstrated switch-related activity ( Figure 2Q ).
Together, these data suggest that dSPNs and iSPNs encode information related to distinct levels of the sequence structure. Specifically, while dSPNs and iSPNs are both involved in element-level action execution, dSPNs more likely signal sequence initiation and termination, whereas iSPNs preferentially encode the switch between subsequences.
Striatal Pathway Ablations Differently Impair Learned Sequence We next determined how the different activity patterns observed in dSPNs and iSPNs contribute to action sequence execution. We first verified that ongoing neuronal activity in the dorsal striatum was required for correct execution of the learned penguin dance sequence by bilateral intra-striatal infusion of a small volume of muscimol ( Figures 3A-3C and STAR Methods). Striatal inactivation impaired sequence performance at the sequence ( Figure 3A ), subsequence ( Figure 3B ), and element ( Figure 3C ) levels, suggesting that striatal activity is necessary for appropriate organization of learned action sequences. To further elucidate the role of specific striatal pathways during sequence performance, we selectively ablated dorsal striatal dSPNs or iSPNs in trained D1-and A2a-cre mice by virally expressing DT receptors (AAV-FLEX-DTR-GFP) in a cre-dependent manner, followed by DT injections ( Figures 3D, 3E , S3F, and S3G and STAR Methods) (Saito et al., 2001) . Bilateral dSPN or iSPN ablation markedly altered sequence behavior, such that dSPN-ablation mice had difficulty initiating the left subsequence, while iSPN-ablation mice were impaired in switching from the left to the right subsequences ( Figure 3F ). Thus, dSPN or iSPN ablation significantly reduced the efficiency of performing the learned LLRR sequence ( Figure 3G ). Noticeably, the behavioral efficiency of dSPN-ablation mice, but not iSPN-ablation mice, was similar to the day 1 performance of control animals (Figures 3G, . These data suggest that ablating dSPNs, but not iSPNs, completely abolishes the learned LLRR sequence and underscores the role of dSPNs in controlling the overall sequence.
Further analyses of the sequence microstructure revealed that dSPN-ablation mice showed a significant impairment in the initiation of the sequence ( Figures 3H and 3I ), which also resulted in a reduction in the overall frequency of L-R subsequence switches during a sequence ( Figures 3J, S3H , and S3I). In contrast, iSPN-ablation mice showed much less impairment on average in initiating or terminating the sequence with the correct element Muscimol and ablation data were analyzed using repeated-measures one-way ANOVA and one-way ANOVA, respectively, followed by Tukey's multiple comparison test. Error bars denote SEM. See also Figure S3 . 3I , S3J, and S3K). Rather, iSPN-ablation mice suffered from a significant reduction in the number of switches per action sequence ( Figure 3J ). Together, these results suggest that dSPNs and iSPNs play distinct roles in controlling action sequences and preferentially mediate sequence-versus subsequence-level sequence execution, respectively.
Striatal Pathways Distinctly Control Sequence Execution
The encoding of the action sequence at different behavioral levels by dSPNs and iSPNs does not necessarily imply whether the sequence is organized serially or hierarchically. To gain further insights into the organization of learned action sequences, we next employed optogenetics to perturb the animals' ongoing actions within the sequence in a state-dependent closed-loop manner and investigate its effects on the subsequent sequence structure. D1-and A2a-cre mice expressing ChR2 were bilaterally implanted with optic fibers into the dorsal striatum (Figures S3C and S3D and STAR Methods) . After mice learned the penguin dance sequence, a brief 500-ms pulse of constant blue light was delivered upon the first left, second left, first right, or second right lever press during sequence performance ( Figure 4A and STAR Methods). The sustained firing shown by a large proportion of dSPNs during sequence execution suggested that the direct pathway might play an important role in maintaining sequence elements. Indeed, we observed that brief optogenetic stimulation of dSPNs after the first or second left press facilitated ongoing actions and frequently inserted an additional left press into the left subsequence (Figures 4B and 4C) . This effect of dSPN stimulation could not simply be explained as a ''re-initiation'' of the sequence, since stimulation on the second press of the right subsequence also resulted in one additional right press (Figures 4D and 4E). Stimulation on the first right press did not have any obvious behavioral effect, suggesting strong state-dependent effects of optogenetic modulation of the sequence (due to an almost 100% natural likelihood of pressing right again; Figures 1G, 1H, and S4A-S4D). Notably, the insertion of an additional left press into the left subsequence following dSPN stimulation was counterbalanced by the shortening of the right subsequence so that the overall sequence length did not change between control and stimulated sequences ( Figures 4J-4Q ). These data suggest that dSPN stimulation facilitates ongoing action and inserts an additional element into the current subsequence; yet sequence-level properties, like total sequence length, can be maintained by additional levels of control that adjust the length of the following subsequence.
In contrast, iSPN stimulation after the first left or right lever press, through the elimination of the following action, consistently shortened the left and right subsequences, respectively (Figures 4F, 4H, . However, when a natural switch was expected after the second left or right press, iSPN stimulation exerted no behavioral effects, and the total sequence length remained intact ( Figures 4G, 4I , and 4J-4Q), excluding the possibility that iSPNs act through general inhibition. This is consistent with what one would predict from the neuronal recording data in which iSPNs are largely inhibited during action execution but highly active during between-subsequence switching. Noticeably, when iSPN stimulation following the first left press removed the following action in the left subsequence, mice continued to execute the right subsequence normally ( Figures 4F and 4J ). Unlike the case of dSPN stimulation, the right subsequence did not compensate to maintain the same total sequence length after iSPN stimulation, resulting in a reduction in total sequence length ( Figures 4J and 4N ). Stimulation of iSPNs following the first right press instead caused animals to immediately run to the magazine to check for reward. Additional optogenetic experiments with 14-Hz frequency stimulation further confirmed these optogenetic effects ( Figures S4I-S4Q ). These results thus suggest that optogenetic stimulation of dSPNs or iSPNs can add or remove single actions in the sequence, respectively, with distinct effects on the global sequence structure.
Optogenetic Editing Unveils the Hierarchical Structure of Learned Sequences
While iSPN stimulation following the first left press largely eliminated the next press of the left subsequence, the following right subsequence remained largely unchanged in terms of both its subsequence length and temporal structure (Figures 4F, 4J, . This observation is inconsistent with the serial chain model, which predicts that disrupting an early action would result in the termination of the whole sequence. Furthermore, these data raise the possibility that not only are element-and sequence-level structures maintained independently (Figures 4B and 4C) , but the left and right subsequences are also controlled separately. If so, one would predict that after sequence initiation, the execution of the right subsequence might remain largely normal even in the absence of the entire left subsequence. To test this hypothesis, we optogenetically stimulated dSPNs or iSPNs right before the initiation of the whole sequence. An infrared beam was placed in front of the left lever and used to trigger optogenetic stimulation when the animals transitioned from the magazine to the left lever for sequence pressing is aligned to the stimulated press at time zero. Note that the PETHs in all optogenetic experiments were plotted by excluding the referenced lever press in both control and stimulated conditions for illustration clarity; the same applies below. initiation ( Figure 5A ) (Tecuapetla et al., 2016) . While optogenetic stimulation of dSPNs delayed sequence initiation without disrupting the overall sequence structure (Figures S5A-S5E) (Tecuapetla et al., 2016) , optogenetic stimulation of iSPNs during sequence initiation completely abolished the entire left subsequence ( Figure 5B ). These results suggest that iSPN stimulation can trigger a behavioral transition to the next subsequence in the motor program, whether by removing a single action element ( Figure 4F ) or the complete subsequence ( Figure 5B ). Notably, despite zero to few presses in the left subsequence following iSPN stimulation ( Figure 5C ), animals still executed the right subsequence with the usual length, timing, and duration as in control sequences ( Figures 5C-5E ). These data demonstrate that the left and right subsequences can be controlled independently. In addition, in the experiments of dSPN stimulation during the left subsequence, the right subsequence adjusted to maintain the appropriate total sequence length ( Figures 4B and 4C ). Together, these data suggest that the learned action sequence is likely organized in a hierarchical manner, with both local subsequence-level and global sequence-level controls. Importantly, the basal ganglia direct and indirect pathways interact distinctly with these different controllers.
To further confirm the hierarchical organization of learned action sequences, we trained a separate group of mice to perform an even more complicated heterogeneous sequence composed of three left followed by three right presses (LLLRRR) ( Figure 5F ). Similar to the observations in the LLRR sequence, brief stimulation (100 ms) of iSPNs after the first press of the LLLRRR sequence ablated the entire left subsequence, removing multiple upcoming left presses well beyond the stimulation period (Figures 5G and 5H) . Still, the right subsequence was executed at the expected time with its normal structure, including both the subsequence length and duration ( Figures 5H-5J ). These behavioral effects were consistently observed with various optogenetic stimulations spanning a wide range of durations . Together, these data support the notion that learned action sequences are organized hierarchically with separate modes of control at the element, subsequence, and sequence levels.
DISCUSSION
Here, we developed a novel heterogeneous action sequence task in mice and investigated the organizational structure of learned action sequences. Differing from the popular back-propagation algorithms in reinforcement learning theory (Rumelhart et al., 1986; Schraudolph et al., 1994; Sutton and Barto, 1998) , we found that heterogeneous action sequences are learned in a non-back-propagation manner, where the start and stop actions represent highly significant elements (Jin and Costa, 2010; Murdock, 1962; Roediger and DeSoto, 2014) . NMDA receptors in the striatum are critical for sequence learning and chunking distinct elements into the target sequence. Recent studies have suggested that the striatal direct and indirect pathways, instead of working antagonistically as the canonical model describes (Albin et al., 1989; DeLong, 1990; Kravitz et al., 2010) , might work in a complementary manner for controlling actions (Cui et al., 2013; Isomura et al., 2013; Jin et al., 2014; Tecuapetla et al., 2016) . By using a novel heterogeneous sequence task, the current study suggests that rather than simply competing or cooperating for individual motor output, the direct and indirect pathways might coordinate to dynamically control action sequences at different behavioral levels. Specifically, while the direct pathway is involved in initiating or facilitating actions, whether at the sequence or element level, the indirect pathway functions to terminate the ongoing subsequence and control the transition between subsequences in the motor program. Several lines of evidence suggest that the optogenetic effects we observed cannot be attributed to short-term reinforcement of behavior by dSPN or iSPN stimulation (Kravitz et al., 2012; Yttri and Dudman, 2016) . First, our within-subject design allows us to compare the sequence performance of the same subject with or without optogenetic stimulation in a given session. We do not observe any gradual changes in the structure of interleaved control sequences within each optogenetic session ( Figures 4B-4I ). In addition, optogenetic stimulation of dSPNs following the first right press, in contrast with stimulation on other presses, has no effect on the sequence structure ( Figure 4D) . Similarly, optogenetic stimulation of iSPNs following the second left or the second right press, unlike the first left or right presses, has no obvious effect on the sequence structure ( Figures 4G  and 4I ). These results suggest that the optogenetic effects we observed following dSPN and iSPN stimulation are highly sequence state dependent and are unlikely to result from simply positive or negative reinforcement.
The use of a heterogeneous action sequence further revealed a population of SPNs preferentially encoding the transition between subsequences (Figures 2O and 2P ). These dynamics were preferentially expressed in iSPNs ( Figure 2Q ), and ablation of iSPNs specifically impaired animals' ability to link distinct subsequences ( Figures 3F and 3J) . The switch-related neuronal dynamics we observed in iSPNs during the transition between the left and right subsequences do not appear to reflect locomotion. In fact, optogenetic stimulation of iSPNs results in freezing behavior as mice locomote and elicits bradykinesia (Kravitz et al., 2010) , likely through the inhibition of glutamatergic neurons in the mesencephalic locomotor region (Roseberry et al., 2016) . In addition, optogenetic stimulation of iSPNs after the second left press does not trigger any behavioral changes in our experiments ( Figure 4G ), contrasting with the complete removal of the current subsequence after stimulating iSPNs on the first left or first right press or during sequence initiation and further excluding the possibility that iSPNs are simply involved in locomotion.
When the left subsequence was removed during iSPN stimulation, the right subsequence was executed at a similar time and with a similar duration as in the control sequences ( Figure 5 ). Since right-lever pressing does not occur immediately following iSPN stimulation, one might thus argue that iSPNs are only involved in action inhibition but not necessarily in directly mediating subsequence switching. Indeed, we found that about a quarter of iSPNs were inhibited during sequence execution (Figure 2N) , suggesting that activation of these iSPNs might be involved in the inhibition of ongoing actions (Jin et al., 2014; Kravitz et al., 2010) . However, inhibition of actions alone cannot reconcile how very brief (100 ms) stimulation of iSPNs can remove multiple upcoming actions well beyond the stimulation period ( Figures 5F-5J) . A pure inhibition effect also fails to explain the observation that long durations (5 s) of iSPN stimulation, which cover the duration of the whole sequence, do not inhibit all action elements in the sequence ( Figure S6 ). Instead, it produces an ablation of the left subsequence while leaving the entire right subsequence to be executed normally after stimulation offset ( Figure S6 ). The data presented here suggest that iSPNs, in addition to action inhibition, might be directly involved in action switching. In fact, optogenetic stimulation of iSPNs during sequence initiation removes the left subsequence, but not the whole sequence, again leaving the entire right subsequence to be executed normally ( Figures 5A-5E ). The switch among action repertoires is one of the most fundamental features of behavior (Brainard and Doupe, 2002; Gallistel, 1980; Graybiel, 1998; Hikosaka et al., 1999; Jin and Costa, 2015) . We posit that the neural implementation of a switch requires the coordination of the basal ganglia with the current state of the network, specifically the timing information carried by other behavioral hierarchies, which together determine the actual execution of the next component in the motor program (Gallistel, 1980) . Our findings suggest that the basal ganglia direct and indirect pathways distinctly support different levels of the sequence structure ( Figure 6 ). More specifically, we observed that one subpopulation of both dSPNs and iSPNs can encode the sequence-level start/stop (Cui et al., 2013; Isomura et al., 2013; Jin et al., 2014) , while another subpopulation of dSPNs and iSPNs show sustained or inhibited activity, respectively (Jin et al., 2014) . In addition, a selective group of iSPNs are active specifically during the transition between subsequences. These results emphasize the functional heterogeneity within each striatal dSPN or iSPN cell type. In fact, selective dSPN ablation not only impairs the correct initiation of the sequence, but also appears to abolish the learned action sequence altogether (Figure 3) . Ablation of iSPNs, though not noticeably affecting sequence initiation, strongly impairs the transition between left and right subsequences and sequence performance efficiency (Figure 3) . Furthermore, the optogenetic experiments reveal that the two basal ganglia pathways also interact with different levels of the sequence hierarchy. Activation of the direct pathway by dSPN stimulation can insert an additional action into the sequence while maintaining the total sequence length through compensation of the right subsequence length. Activation of the indirect pathway, on the other hand, was sufficient to terminate the entire ongoing subsequence while leaving the next components in the motor program to be executed normally. These findings thus emphasize the importance of studying neural circuits under more complicated behavioral contexts, which better permits some of the complexity and diversity of circuit functions to fully unfold. These results also underscore the much more complicated functions of the basal ganglia pathways in controlling actions than previously appreciated, and it is likely an over-simplification to assign one singular function to one striatal cell type or pathway (Albin et al., 1989; Calabresi et al., 2014; DeLong, 1990 ).
The classical model of the basal ganglia suggests that the direct and indirect pathways play antagonistic roles in controlling action (Albin et al., 1989; DeLong, 1990; Kravitz et al., 2010) . More recent models, however, propose that the indirect pathway co-activates with the direct pathway to inhibit competing actions (Calabresi et al., 2014; Cui et al., 2013; Hikosaka et al., 2000; Isomura et al., 2013; Jin et al., 2014; Mink, 1996; Tecuapetla et al., 2016) . The results presented here reveal the distinct yet complementary roles of the direct and indirect pathways (Jin et al., 2014; Tecuapetla et al., 2016) and, importantly, a more dynamic picture of their temporally precise interactions during sequence execution. In the current study, different subpopulations of neurons in each pathway encode different levels of the behavioral hierarchy, and they fire in an antagonistic or co-activated manner, depending on and evolving with the exact moment of ongoing execution of the sequence (Figure 6 ). This might explain why either inhibiting or activating dSPNs during lever approach delayed the start of the whole sequence, presumably due to the interference of the temporally precise physiological activity in dSPNs required for appropriate sequence initiation (Jin et al., 2014; Tecuapetla et al., 2016) . It also provides mechanistic insights into the significant action sequence execution deficits observed in Parkinson's and Huntington's diseases (Agostino et al., 1992; Vinter and Gras, 1998) . For instance, the Parkinsonian brain is dominated by abnormally synchronized population activity across the basal ganglia networks (Costa et al., 2006; Goldberg et al., 2004; Hammond et al., 2007) , which are deprived of generating the dynamically ordered neuronal activity in both striatal pathways required for sequence execution. Proper organization of action sequences thus requires precisely coordinated activity between the direct and indirect pathways, likely through interactions with cortical/thalamic inputs (Hikosaka et al., 1999; Kupferschmidt et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2011; Tanji, 2001) , as well as the dynamic release of dopamine in the striatum (Howard et al., 2017) .
Taking advantage of the closed-loop optogenetic editing of a single action element or individual subsequence, the current study reveals that learned heterogeneous action sequences are likely organized hierarchically. Accordingly, we observed that the total sequence length (sequence level), the timing and length of subsequences (subsequence level), and the individual actions within the sequence (element level) can all be maintained separately. One major advantage of a hierarchical organization is error tolerance (Gallistel, 1980; Jin and Costa, 2015; Lashley, 1951) . Indeed, we found that changes in one subsequence do not necessarily affect the execution of the following subsequence with regard to its proper timing, length, and duration. In addition, a hierarchical organization will also support more behavioral flexibility by facilitating module-based new learning (Gallistel, 1980; Hikosaka et al., 1995; Jin and Costa, 2015; Lashley, 1951) . A hierarchical structure requires multiple levels of control, which are likely implemented by a distributed yet interconnected brain network (Dehaene et al., 2003; Gallistel, 1980; Graybiel, 1998 Jin and Costa, 2015; Long et al., 2010; Tanji, 2001) . We have shown that the basal ganglia are required not only for sequence learning, but also for appropriately organizing action sequences at different hierarchies. Previous studies have suggested that various cortical regions are involved in encoding sequence order (Tanji, 2001) or number (Dehaene et al., 2003) or controlling sequence timing (Hamaguchi et al., 2016; Long et al., 2010) . Future work will aim to elucidate how cortico-basal ganglia circuits work in coordination to control different aspects of sequence organization. Nevertheless, the current study underscores the importance of basal ganglia circuitry in relation to the functional organization of learned action sequences and has important implications from Parkinson's disease to speech disorders in which the proper organization of action sequences is largely compromised (Brainard and Doupe, 2002; Graybiel, 1998; Hikosaka et al., 1999; Jin and Costa, 2015; Lai et al., 2001; Lashley, 1951; Vinter and Gras, 1998) .
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: 
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS Mice
All experiments were approved by the Salk Institute Animal Care and Use Committee and conformed to NIH Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Experiments were performed on both male and female mice, at least two months old, housed on a 12-hour light/dark cycle. C57BL/6 (Envigo/Harlan) mice were used in the wild-type experiments. Striatal-specific NMDAR1 knockout and control littermates were generated by crossing RGS9-cre mice with NR1 floxed (also denoted as Grin1 flox/flox in the Jackson Laboratory database) mice as previously described (Dang et al., 2006; Howard et al., 2017; Jin and Costa, 2010) . RGS9-NR1 KO (referred to as striatal NR1-KO) mice and their littermate controls including RGS9-NR1 heterozygous, NR1 floxed, and RGS9-cre mice were used for behavioral experiments. BAC transgenic mice expressing cre recombinase under the control of the dopamine D1 receptor (GENSAT: EY217; minimal labeling in cortex; mostly dorsal labeling in striatum) or the A2a receptor (GENSAT: KG139) promoter were obtained from MMRRC and either crossed to C57BL/6 or Ai32 (012569) mice obtained from Jackson Laboratory (Cui et al., 2013; Jin et al., 2014; Madisen et al., 2012; Tecuapetla et al., 2016) . To determine the extent of cell loss using the DTR ablation strategy, D1-and A2a-cre mice were crossed to the BAC reporter lines D1-eGFP (MMRRC: MMRRC_000297-MU; GENSAT: X60) and D2-eGFP (MMRRC: MMRRC_000230-UNC; GENSAT: S118) (Gong et al., 2007) .
METHOD DETAILS Behavioral Training
Behavioral training took place in standard mouse operant chambers as described previously (Howard et al., 2017; Jin and Costa, 2010; Jin et al., 2014) . Briefly, operant chambers (21.6 cm x 17.8 cm x 12.7 cm; Med Associates, VT) were housed in sound-attenuating boxes and each chamber was equipped with a food magazine, a house light (3 W, 24 V) placed opposite the food magazine, and two retractable levers flanking the house light. Food pellets (20 mg; Bio-Serv, NJ) were delivered through a dispenser into the magazine as reinforcers and magazine entries were recorded using an infrared beam. Behavioral chambers were controlled by behavioral software (MED-PC IV, Med Associates, VT) that recorded all timestamps of lever presses and magazine entries for each animal with a 10 ms resolution. All behavioral programs were custom written. Mice were food-restricted prior to behavioral training and were maintained at $85% of normal body weight by receiving $2.5 g of food pellets and normal chow per animal daily. Behavioral training began with continuous reinforcement (CRF) as previously described (Howard et al., 2017; Jin et al., 2014) . Briefly, CRF sessions started with the illumination of the house light and extension of either the left or right lever. Mice underwent two consecutive sessions of CRF each day (one session per lever) and the order of left and right sessions alternated daily. Mice received up to 5, 10, and 15 reinforcers per session on days one, two, and three of CRF, respectively. Following CRF, mice began training in the left-left-right-right (LLRR) sequence task ('Penguin Dance' -Self-Paced Version). Sessions started with the illumination of the house light and the extension of both the left and right levers. Reinforcers were delivered any time the behavioral program identified the consecutive 'left-left-right-right' lever press pattern. Therefore, extra presses in addition to the 'LLRR' pattern did not exclude the reward. No cues were presented to signal sequence correctness or reward availability and daily sessions lasted for up to three hours or until the mouse received 40 reinforcers. Training sessions ended with retraction of both levers and offset of the house light. For learning experiments, all mice were trained in the LLRR sequence task for 28 consecutive days. Since there were no significant differences in the learning of the LLRR sequence between WT mice and the littermate controls of RGS9-NR1 KO mice, the data were thus combined. In addition, since RGS9-NR1 KO mice received significantly less reinforcers than littermate controls, a separate cohort of littermate control mice underwent the same training protocol described above except the number of reinforcers was limited to 20 pellets per day to match the RGS9-NR1 KO mice. For the LLLRRR task, training followed the same design as the LLRR sequence task described above except reward contingency was based on the identification of the 'left-leftleft-right-right-right' lever press pattern.
For the lever-retraction version of the LLRR sequence task ('Penguin Dance' -Lever-Retraction Version), training took place in the same boxes as described above but the left and right levers were placed on the same side of the magazine. Training began with CRF as described above. Following CRF, mice began training in a fixed-ratio four schedule. Sessions started with the illumination of the house light and extension of both the left and right levers. After every four presses, levers retracted for a 5 s inter-trial interval. Reward delivery only occurred when the four-press sequence was composed of left-left-right-right. Daily sessions lasted for up to three hours or until the mouse received 60 reinforcers. Training sessions ended with the retraction of both levers and offset of the house light. C57BL/6 wild-type mice (n = 10) were trained in the lever-retraction version of the LLRR sequence task for 28 consecutive days.
Behavioral quantification
The beginning of a sequence was defined as the first press following a magazine entry. For all learning, recording, and ablation data, the termination of a sequence was defined by magazine entry. All optogenetic data went through an additional post hoc analysis process to better identify discrete sequences for the quantification of the optogenetic effects on element-, subsequence-, and sequence-level changes. The termination of the left or right subsequence was further determined based on the distribution of inter-press intervals for each animal. The inter-press intervals often follow a multimodal distribution corresponding to chunked bouts of pressing at the shortest intervals (within subsequence), shorter intervals (switch between subsequences) and longer intervals (sequences separated by magazine checking). Left and right subsequences were identified as the first peak in the distribution of the inter-press intervals (Jin and Costa, 2010; Jin et al., 2014) . Behavioral efficiency (%) was defined as the percentage of rewarded lever presses ('LLRR'; 4 presses/reward) out of the total number of presses within a behavioral session. The learning of the left (LL À À) ('À' denotes either 'L' or 'R' press in the sequence) and right (À À RR) subsequences was defined as the percentage of sequences with four or more presses beginning with LL or ending with RR, respectively. The learning of each element of the sequence was defined as the percentage of sequences with four or more presses containing a left press in the first (L À À À) or second (À L À À) sequence positions or containing a right press in the penultimate (À À R À), or final right (À À À R) positions. For the ablation data analyses, the percentage of ''Start'' and ''Stop'' elements as well as the average number of left-right switches per sequence were determined from all sequences composed of two or more presses. Sequence quantification in the LLLRRR sequence task was similarly defined as in the LLRR sequence task. Sequences were first defined by the occurrence of magazine entries and further refined by the distribution of inter-press intervals as described above. Behavioral efficiency (%) was defined as the percentage of rewarded lever presses ('LLLRRR'; 6 presses/reward) out of the total number of presses within a behavioral session.
Sequences in the lever-retraction version of the LLRR sequence task were defined as the four presses between lever extension and lever retraction. The percentage of correct sequences was defined as the percentage of left-left-right-right (LLRR) sequences out of the total number of sequences within a behavioral session. The learning of the left (LL À À) and right (À À RR) subsequences was defined as the percentage of sequences beginning with LL or ending with RR, respectively. The learning of each element of the sequence was defined as the percentage of sequences containing a left press in the first (L À À À) or second (À L À À) sequence positions or containing a right press in the penultimate (À À R À), or final right (À À À R) positions.
Surgery and implantation
All intracranial injections/implantations were conducted in mice at least two months of age under general ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg) or isoflurane ($4% induction; 1%-2% sustained) anesthesia. The head was shaved, cleaned with 70% ethanol and povidone-iodine, and then placed in a Kopf stereotaxic frame. For cannula, fiber, or array implantation, two skull screws were placed posterior to bregma to better affix the dental cement to the skull. For muscimol experiments, 22 gauge guide cannulas (Plastics One, VA) were implanted into dorsal striatum at a 4 angle to ensure enough separation between the two cannulas using the following coordinates: +0.5 mm AP, ± 2.55 mm ML, À2.16 mm DV. Cannulas were cemented in place with dental acrylic (Contemporary Ortho-Jet powder and liquid, Lang Dental, IL). Dummy cannulas fitted to the length of the guide cannulas were inserted following surgery. For DTR ablation experiments, D1-cre and A2a-cre mice were stereotaxically injected with a cre-inducible adeno-associated virus carrying the diphtheria toxin receptor (Azim et al., 2014 ) (AAV9-FLEX-DTR-GFP; Salk GT3 Core, CA). Virus was injected in eight different sites. We used two different AP/ML sites for each hemisphere followed by two DV coordinates at each AP/ML site. The coordinates were +0.9 mm AP, ± 1.6 mm ML, À2.2 and À3.0 mm DV and 0.0 mm AP, ± 2.1 mm ML, À2.2 and À3.0 mm DV. A Hamilton syringe was used to inject 1 uL at the four À3.0 mm DV sites and another 0.5 uL at the four À2.2 mm DV sites for a total of 3 uL injected per hemisphere. Following each injection, the needle was left in place for $5 minutes and then raised over $5 minutes. This same protocol was used for each injection site. All optogenetic viral injections or fiber implants were performed as previously described (Howard et al., 2017; Tecuapetla et al., 2016) . Briefly, mice expressing only D1-or A2a-cre were stereotaxically injected with a cre-inducible adeno-associated virus carrying channelrhodopsin (AAV9-EF1a-DIO-hChR2(H134R)-eYFP, University of Pennsylvania vector core, PA or AAV5-EF1a-DIO-hChR2(H134R)-mCherry, University of North Carolina vector core, NC) into dorsal striatum (+0.5 mm AP, ± 2.0$2.4 mm ML, À2.2 mm DV) using a Hamilton syringe (1 ul per side) (Howard et al., 2017; Tecuapetla et al., 2016) . Following viral injections or for mice genetically expressing ChR2 under cre control (D1-Ai32, A2a-Ai32), optic fibers constructed as previously described (Howard et al., 2017; Tecuapetla et al., 2016) (200 um optic fiber) were lowered into dorsal striatum using the same coordinates as for viral injections. Fibers were cemented in place with dental acrylic (Contemporary Ortho-Jet powder and liquid, Lang Dental, IL).
Array implants for optogenetic-assisted identification recordings were performed as previously described (Howard et al., 2017; Jin et al., 2014) . Briefly, we utilized electrode arrays (Innovative Neurophysiology, NC) of 16 tungsten contacts (2 3 8) with each contact 35 um in diameter and spaced 150 um apart. Each array was also equipped with a cannula located 300 um from the electrode tips, allowing for insertion of an optic fiber to deliver 473-nm light. Arrays targeting dorsal striatum (+0.5 mm AP, ± 1.5 mm ML, À2.2 mm DV) were unilaterally implanted into D1-Ai32 or A2a-Ai32 mice. The hemisphere for implantation was pseudorandomized across animals. Silver grounding wire was attached to skull screws. Once the array was lowered into dorsal striatum, the grounding wire and array were affixed using dental acrylic. Following viral injections and/or implantation, mice received buprenorphine (0.5-1 mg/kg) as an analgesic, and mice were allowed to recover for at least 1 week in their home cage before food-restriction and behavioral training (Howard et al., 2017; Jin et al., 2014) .
Muscimol experiments
Mice implanted with cannulas were re-trained until they achieved at least 40% behavioral efficiency to ensure stable behavior. The following day, we started our three-day infusion protocol in which mice received consecutive days of saline, muscimol, and saline infusions. Muscimol was dissolved in saline before infusion (Sigma-Aldrich; 0.05 ug/ul). For the infusions, mice were briefly anesthetized with isoflurane and injection cannulas (Plastics One, VA) were bilaterally inserted into the cannulas, with the injection cannulas projecting 0.1 mm beyond the implanted guide cannulas. Each injection cannula was attached to an infusion pump (BASi, IN) via polyethylene tubing. Animals were bilaterally infused with 200 nL of liquid (saline or muscimol) followed by a five-minute waiting period before removal of the infusion cannulas. Mice were returned to their home cage and started in the behavioral task 30 minutes after infusion. Behavioral sessions lasted until the animal received 80 reinforcers or 3 hours had passed.
DTR-mediated cell ablation
To determine the ablation efficiency of the AAV9-FLEX-DTR-GFP virus and diphtheria toxin strategy in striatum, adult D1-cre;D1-eGFP (n = 2) and A2a-cre;D2-eGFP mice (n = 2) were injected with AAV9-FLEX-DTR-GFP in one hemisphere and sham-injected in the other using the same coordinates described above. Two weeks later, mice were administered 1 ug of diphtheria toxin (DT) dissolved in 300 uL of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) via intraperitoneal (IP) injection on two consecutive days (Azim et al., 2014) . Mice were perfused two weeks later and tissue was processed for immunohistochemistry. For ablation behavioral experiments, mice were food-restricted and, following completion of CRF, underwent training in the LLRR behavioral paradigm for three weeks. Immediately after day 21 of LLRR training, mice were pseudorandomly divided into control and treatment groups. Treatment mice were administered DT via IP injection whereas control mice received IP injections of PBS. The same injections were given on the following day. To allow for neuronal ablation, animals were stopped in behavioral training and placed back on normal chow. Animals resumed LLRR sequence training 14 days after the first DT or PBS injection.
Histology and cell counting
For tissue collection, mice were deeply anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine and transcardially perfused with 0.01 M PBS followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) using a peristaltic pump. Brains were removed and post-fixed in 4% PFA overnight at 4 C. Tissue was then transferred to 30% sucrose in 0.1 M phosphate buffer for cryoprotection and kept at 4 C until the brains sunk. Tissue was sectioned with a microtome into 40-50 uM sections and either mounted onto glass slides and coverslipped with mounting media (Aqua-Poly/Mount, Polysciences, PA) and DAPI (1:1000, Sigma-Aldrich) or used for antibody labeling. Amplification of the eGFP signal in D1-cre;D1-eGFP and A2a-cre;D2-eGFP mice was carried out via immunohistochemistry as previously described (Smith et al., 2016) . Briefly, sections were washed 3 3 15 min in tris-buffered saline (TBS) and then incubated for 1 hour in blocking solution (3% normal horse serum and 0.25% Triton X-100 in TBS). Sections were transferred to primary antibody diluted in blocking solution (Green fluorescent protein, Rabbit polyclonal, 1:400, Invitrogen Molecular Probes, IL) overnight at 4 C and, the following day, washed 2 3 15 min in TBS. Sections were transferred to blocking solution for 30 minutes then placed in secondary antibody diluted in blocking solution (AlexaFluor 647 Donkey anti-rabbit, 1:250, Jackson ImmunoResearch, PA) for 2-3 hours. Sections were then washed 3 3 15 min in TBS before being mounted onto glass slides and coverslipped with mounting media and DAPI. For each D1-cre;D1-eGFP and A2a-cre;D2-eGFP animal, three sections were imaged on a Zeiss LSM 710 laser scanning microscope with a 10x objective. For cell counting, confocal images of GFP expression in sham-injected and DTR-injected hemispheres were imported into Fiji, overlaid with a grid, and counted using the plugin Cell Counter. Cells were determined to be positive for GFP based on clear somal expression. Following counting, each hemisphere was divided into dorsomedial and dorsolateral regions. Cell counts for each region of the ablated hemisphere were then expressed as a percentage by dividing by the cell counts of the corresponding region in the sham-injected hemisphere.
Optogenetic experiments
In vivo optogenetic stimulation was delivered with a 473 nm laser (LaserGlow Technologies, Canada). The laser was controlled by a TTL output programmed in the behavioral software (MED-PC IV, Med Associates, VT). Following implantation, mice were re-trained in operant chambers while tethered to two fiber-optic patch cords extending from a commutator (Doric, Canada) to allow for free rotation within the behavioral chamber. Optogenetic stimulation began once mice reached 40% behavioral efficiency to ensure sufficient trials for analysis. During every optogenetic session, stimulation was only delivered once per stimulation sequence. The likelihood of stimulation was $50% and randomized so that non-stimulated (control sequences) and stimulated sequences were randomly interleaved. Some stimulation conditions were repeated across multiple stimulation days to ensure enough trials for robust analysis (Howard et al., 2017) .
For the element editing optogenetic experiments, we defined four stimulation conditions based on the four presses of the LLRR sequence. On any given stimulation day, mice only underwent stimulation triggered by one press of the sequence-1 st (left), 2 nd (left), 3 rd (right), or 4 th (right)-and the order of stimulation conditions was pseudo-randomized across mice. During a stimulated sequence, lever pressing triggered one constant 500 ms pulse of 473-nm light. In the case of 2 nd press stimulation, mice displayed a range of probabilities in pressing the left lever again. Stimulation of iSPNs following the 2 nd left press was focused on stimulating when the natural switch of the animal was expected to occur. Therefore, to maintain a consistent state across animals, only mice with control left subsequences close to 2 presses were used for data analysis.
To evaluate the consistency of stimulation effects across varying stimulation parameters, some mice also went through additional stimulation sessions in which lever pressing triggered 10 ms light pulses delivered at 14 Hz for 500 ms. For the beam break experiments, mice were tethered to the commutator and also trained with the beam break apparatus (custom built) located within the behavioral chamber. The infrared beam device consisted of an emitter placed above the left lever and facing downward. An infrared sensor was placed in the behavioral tray below the emitter to establish a beam of infrared light. When the infrared beam was broken by the animals' approach to the left lever, a TTL input was sent to the MED-PC software to trigger 500 ms of constant blue light (Tecuapetla et al., 2016) . For the LLLRRR optogenetic experiments, A2a-cre mice injected with cre-dependent ChR2 and A2a-Ai32 mice were first trained in the LLLRRR sequence as described above. Once animals reached 40% efficiency, mice underwent stimulation in which the first press of the LLLRRR sequence triggered 50, 100, 200, or 500 ms of constant 473-nm light. Since there were no significant differences for the optogenetic effects in mice with viral expression of ChR2 in A2a-cre and A2a-Ai32 mice, the data were thus combined (same for mice with viral expression of ChR2 in D1-cre and D1-Ai32). To construct the peri-event time histograms for control and stimulated sequences, lever pressing in both the control and stimulated conditions were aligned to the stimulated press, averaged in 100 ms bins, and filtered with a Gaussian low-pass filter (window size = 5, standard deviation = 5). Due to the narrow smoothing window, all the PETHs in the optogenetic experiments were plotted by excluding the referenced press in both the control and stimulated conditions for illustration clarity. Note no referenced press in beam break PETH plots.
In vivo neuronal recording with ChR2-aided cell type identification All D1-Ai32 and A2a-Ai32 mice were pre-trained in the LLRR sequence task as described above. Following implantation, mice were allowed to recover approximately one week before food-restriction and behavioral training. Recording mice followed the same tethering procedure as optogenetic mice but were instead tethered via a recording cable. In order to ensure stable behavior for data analysis, recordings were only performed for mice that reached 40% efficiency. In vivo recording during freely moving behavior and neuronal identification was performed as previously described (Howard et al., 2017; Jin and Costa, 2010; Jin et al., 2014) . Briefly, an optic fiber was inserted into a cannula affixed to the recording array and neural activity was recorded using the MAP system (Plexon, TX). Spike activity was first sorted online with a built-in algorithm (Plexon, TX) and only spikes with stereotypical waveforms distinguishable from noise and a high signal-to-noise ratio were saved. Following completion of the behavioral task, varying durations of constant or 14 Hz blue light from a 473-nm laser were delivered to verify the identity of recorded units. Following the recording, all spikes were further sorted into individual units using an offline sorting software (Offline Sorter, Plexon, TX). Identified units displayed a clear refractory period with no spikes during the refractory period (larger than 1.3 ms). To determine light-evoked responses, neuronal firing was aligned to laser onset and averaged across all stimulation trials in 1 ms bins. Baseline firing was defined by averaging neuronal firing À1000 to 0 ms before laser onset in 1 ms bins. The latency to respond to light stimulation was defined as the start of a significant firing rate increase and the threshold for significance was defined as > 99% of baseline activity (3 standard deviations). Only units showing very short response latencies (< 10 ms) to light stimulation and a strong correlation between spike waveforms occurring during behavior and those generated by optogenetic stimulation (R R 0.95) were considered cre-positive units (Howard et al., 2017; Jin and Costa, 2010; Jin et al., 2014) .
Analysis of neuronal activity
Given the self-paced nature of the task, neural activity occurring prior to the initiation of the LLRR sequence was confounded by animals' consumption of the reward at the magazine, lever pressing, or transitions from the magazine to initiate left lever pressing. Therefore, neural activity following the start of the task but prior to the initiation of lever pressing was randomly sampled with a 10 s time window 50 times to estimate the baseline firing rate for each unit. Neuronal activity in the 10 s window was binned with 10 ms time bins, averaged across all 50 samples, and filtered with a Gaussian low-pass filter (window size = 5, standard deviation = 5) to define baseline activity. Neuronal activity referenced to lever pressing was aligned to lever press onset, averaged across all trials in 10 ms bins, and smoothed using the same Gaussian filter described above to construct peri-event time histograms (PETH). We then determined which smoothed 10 ms bins occurring 1,000 ms before and after each lever press met the criteria for sequence-related activity (Jin et al., 2014) . A significant increase in firing rate was defined as at least 5 consecutive bins with activity exceeding 95% (2 standard deviations) of the baseline activity and an inhibitory response was defined as at least 5 consecutive bins with activity 68% (1 standard deviation) below baseline activity (Barnes et al., 2005; Jin and Costa, 2010; Jin et al., 2014) .
To evaluate element-related or sequence-related activity, we generated four PETHs, one for each action of the LLRR sequencefirst left, final left, first right, and final right presses. Sequence-related start/stop neurons were defined as those with a significant firing rate modulation before the first press (start) and/or after the final press (stop) of the sequence that was significantly different than the firing rate modulations associated with the remaining presses within the sequence. Inhibited or sustained activity was defined as a significant negative or positive firing rate modulation constantly associated with multiple lever presses in the sequence (Jin and Costa, 2010; Jin et al., 2014) . To identify between-subsequence switch-related neuronal activity, PETHs were constructed by aligning to the termination of the left subsequence or initiation of the right subsequence. Switch neurons were defined as showing a significant firing rate modulation during this transition period compared to the baseline. All analyses were performed with custom-written scripts in MATLAB (MathWorks, MA).
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS Statistics
Statistics for the wild-type and RGS9-NR1 KO learning data as well as the DTR ablation experiments were performed on the basis of values for each mouse per session. Statistics for the optogenetic data were performed on the basis of control and stimulated values for each mouse per stimulation condition. Normality was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. Control and wild-type learning data were analyzed using repeated-measures one-way ANOVA. RGS9-NR1 KO data were analyzed using repeated-measures two-way ANOVA. Muscimol data were analyzed using repeated-measures one-way ANOVA. To determine the efficiency of the DTR ablation strategy by cell type and striatal region, a two-way ANOVA was used. For evaluation of dSPN-and iSPN-ablation behavioral experiments, one-way ANOVA or two-tailed unpaired t tests were used as indicated. The neuronal recording data was analyzed using a z-test for the comparison of proportions (Sheskin, 2004) . For analysis of the optogenetic data, two-tailed paired t tests were used. Sidak and Tukey post hoc multiple comparisons were performed as indicated. All data were first analyzed in MATLAB (Mathworks, MA) and all statistics were performed in GraphPad Prism 7 (GraphPad Software, CA). Results are presented as mean ± SEM except for the neuronal recording data, which are presented as the percentage within the task-related positively identified units. p < 0.05 was considered significant. All statistical details are located within the figure legends. The number of animals (n) used in each experiment is reported in the figure legends and the number of identified dSPNs or iSPNs is specified in the text. Figure 5 , suggest that iSPN activation is sufficient to remove multiple upcoming left lever presses while leaving the execution of the right subsequence unaltered. We sought to further confirm the independence of the left and right subsequences by stimulating iSPNs with varying durations following the 1 st left press of the LLLRRR sequence. This set of experiments demonstrates that the removal of upcoming actions is insensitive to the duration of iSPN stimulation and that the timing, length, and duration of the right subsequence consistently remain unaltered (n = 8, 12, 6, and 12 mice for the 50 ms, 100 ms, 200 ms, and 500 ms groups, respectively). conditions. Stimulation of iSPNs produced a significant reduction in the length of the left subsequence (3 ± 1.62 versus 1.3 ± 0.92 presses; unpaired-test, t 38 = 4.073, p = 0.0002) but no change in the length of the right subsequence (2.9 ± 1.52 versus 2.95 ± 1.85; unpaired t test, t 38 = 0.093, p = 0.926).
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